inhibit its proliferation. Further evaluation with electron microscopy showing parasitophorus vacuoles in the intestinal microvillus or PCR is necessary to confirm the state of infestation. Uncovering of harmless primary vesicoureteral reflux (VUR) results in follow up of just a VUR image causing unnecessary stress for the parents, patients and physicians. Furthermore, voiding cystourethrography, gold standard for VUR diagnosis, is an invasive method having radiation hazard. Following questions will remain unanswered until non-invasive diagnostic methods for VUR are discovered: Is VUR a physiological phenomenon that disappears during growth in children? Which VUR is benign or harmful for the kidney [1] ? Is the degree of VUR a sufficient parameter to state that it is harmless?
Uncovering of harmless primary vesicoureteral reflux (VUR) results in follow up of just a VUR image causing unnecessary stress for the parents, patients and physicians. Furthermore, voiding cystourethrography, gold standard for VUR diagnosis, is an invasive method having radiation hazard. Following questions will remain unanswered until non-invasive diagnostic methods for VUR are discovered: Is VUR a physiological phenomenon that disappears during growth in children? Which VUR is benign or harmful for the kidney [1] ? Is the degree of VUR a sufficient parameter to state that it is harmless?
It is necessary to look over the results of some studies for making comments on the questions above. The prevalence of VUR in healthy children was reported as 0.4-1.8% based on statistical calculations. However, this ratio increased up to 17.2% based on the assessments in healthy renal units [2] . Spontaneous resolution rate of VUR is decreased as its grade increases. Today, we need a non-invasive gold standard method for diagnosis of VUR in both healthy and ill children [3, 4] .
The last recommendations of American Academy of Pediatrics was based on a formal meta-analysis of recent studies that did not detect a statistically significant benefit of prophylaxis in preventing recurrence of febrile UTI in infants without reflux or those with grades I to IV VUR [5] . A previous study showed that antimicrobial prophylaxis did not reduce the risk of recurrent UTI, but rather led to infections with resistant microorganisms [6] . In conclusion, unrevealing of
